We propose a new color extension of the monogenic wavelet transform. Monogenic wavelets give a coherent representation of scalar images through a local phase concept and an underlying orientation analysis. We here define a color extension of the monogenic framework. The underlying local geometric analysis and phase concept are generalized by using the color structure tensor. Resulting transform appears to be a clear improvement of our previous work -that is the only proposition of color monogenic wavelets to our knowledge. This is shift and rotation invariant and efficiently represents multiscale color lines and edges.
INTRODUCTION
Because most signal processing tools are defined for scalar signals only; color images are most often handled by working either on intensity or with marginal schemes. Those methods are sometimes unable to consider some contours, and may also introduce false colors. Yet color information is fundamental in some applications such as medical imaging for instance.
Differential approaches are more flexible and allow analyzing vector functions of any dimension within the Riemannian manifolds framework [1] . Vector gradient and structure tensor provide some local variational analysis leading to efficient contour detection for example. Adaptive smoothing is also best performed with the color structure tensor [2] . Each color pixel is handled as an entity so the main visual content is well preserved i.e. no false color is introduced.
Signal processing approaches are not so developed for multidimensional signals. However recent improvements about 2D signals showed that the 2D phase and frequency concepts can lead to interesting local geometric analysis of grayscale images tied to a physical interpretation [3, 4] . Monogenic wavelets [5] perform multiscale local phase analysis. Unfortunately no color definition exists so far.
We propose to get the best of both worlds by injecting the color structure tensor formalism into monogenic wavelets. This paper provides a non-trivial color extension of monogenic signal and wavelets to perform coherent multiscale color 2D phase analysis. This definition is an improvement of our previous work [6] . 
MULTIRESOLUTION MONOGENIC ANALYSIS
This section recalls the classical analytic signal concept, the 2D monogenic signal and the associated monogenic wavelet proposed in [5] . These signal processing tools are well suited to describe scalar signals in terms of an amplitude envelope that is invariant under some transformations and a complementary phase data encoding the local shape of the signal. Further details will be found in [7, 4, 5] .
Analytic signal
The analytic signal definition can be found in some signal processing manuals. Given a real signal s(t), consider its Hilbert transform :
The analytic signal sA(t) associated to s(t) reads :
The analytic signal is an AM/FM (Amplitude/frequency modulation) model and has mostly been used in communications. But another interpretation in terms of local structure is possible [3] . As illustrated indicates 'slopes'. This geometric interpretation motivated researchers to define a 2D extension to perform AM/FM image analysis. The most successful one is the monogenic signal. 
Monogenic signal
Given a 2D real (scalar) signal s, consider its Riesz transform :
Note that this is the C embedding of the Riesz transform according to [8] 1 . The monogenic signal sM associated to s reads :
Where θ = arg {sR} ∈ [−π; π[ is the local Riesz orientation along which a 1D Hilbert analysis is intrinsically done. This 1D analysis can be written :
Amplitude of the monogenic signal traduces a local presence of some geometrical elements. The θ-phase gives the corresponding local orientation (we will see that it is equal to a gradient direction).
The ϕ-phase results from an intrinsic Hilbert analysis along orientation θ. So the signal model here is an A-strong structure that is oriented along θ and looking like rather an edge (ϕ ≈ ±π/2) or a line (ϕ ≈ 0 or π). Note that the good discrimination of lines and edges by local phase analysis was discussed in [9] . A recent extension -conformal monogenic signal [10] -also includes intrinsically 2D structures but this is out of the scope of this paper. Since monogenic representation is clearly well suited to analyze narrow-band signals, it is natural to use it jointly with subband decomposition in order to handle any image.
Monogenic wavelet transform (MWT)
The scheme of [5] performs multiresolution monogenic analysis by using two parallel filterbanks. One 'primary' transform and a socalled 'Riesz-Laplace' wavelet transform. Multiresolution analyses are built around the nearly isotropic polyharmonic B-spline of [11] :
which is a valid scaling function. The wavelet for the primary decomposition ψ is a Mexican hat-like nearly isotropic function and the 'Riesz-Laplace' wavelet ψ is derived from it :
where the fractional Laplacian operator is defined by :
. It is shown [5] that ψ i,k and ψ i,k form two wavelet frames ensuring perfect reconstruction and orthogonality across scales. In addition, their operator-like behavior induces :
This means that wavelet coefficients form an exact monogenic signal at each scale. Both decompositions are merged into 3-vectors and turned into polar coordinate according to eq. (4) as illustrated Fig. 2 . Interpretation of coefficients is the same as explained for the monogenic signal but now concerns different scales of the image. Contrary to most used wavelet transforms this one is non-separable to nearly achieve rotation invariance of the monogenic framework. Both wavelet frames correspond to a dyadic pyramid filterbank needing only one 2D wavelet for each transform [12] . Dyadic downsampling is done only at the low frequency branch leading to a total redundancy of 4:1. This representation clearly fails to handle color images. Applying it on intensity of an image would induce a serious loss of information around ruptures of isoluminance. Using it marginally would have no more sense because independent geometric analyses would then be made on each color channel. In this case some processing such as thresholding would introduce false colors. We propose to extend the monogenic framework to color so that a coherent color orientation is considered and the 1D phase interpretation is kept.
EXTENDING TO COLOR IMAGES
This section aims at defining a sound color counterpart of the monogenic framework. Based on a link with the gradient and structure tensor features, we extract Riesz norm and direction from the well known color structure tensor formalism. The second step is to define the corresponding Hilbert analysis that completes the model.
Link between Riesz and the gradient
First let us recall definitions of the gradient
and its associated structure tensor
tied to the smoothing kernel h. Eigenvalues and eigenvectors of T give information about direction and amplitude of the local maximum variation. Classical features are : 
Using property (−Δ) α 1 (−Δ) α 2 = (−Δ) α 1 +α 2 we get :
The Riesz transform is equal to a classical structure tensor with particular smoothing kernel (−Δ)
Finally, gradient norm N is equal to |sR| and Riesz orientation is equal to gradient direction. The particularity of the Riesz transform is its link with the monogenic framework allowing computation of local phase.
Color Riesz features
We now discuss how to retrieve Riesz features N and θ from a color image. The idea is to use the color structure tensor formalism.
The color structure tensor is the central tool of color differential approaches. The idea was first proposed by Di Zenzo in [13] but is now generally defined in Riemannian manifold embeddings [1] and used in general color imaging with PDE's and variational approaches [2] . Given a color image s = (s r , s g , s b ), consider its marginal gradients along x and y (s arctan(2b, a−c). It is now trivial to derive the Riesz case since the color tensor is the sum of marginal tensors T = Tr +Tg +T b . The Riesz transforms on red, green and blue channels can obviously be combined to form a smoothed version of T :
The color counterpart of the Riesz transform is then s color R = N e jθ . The advantage of this generalization is that the structure tensor gives a coherent oriented analysis of all color ruptures. A 1D Hilbert analysis can now be made between s and |s color R | = N so we can adapt the monogenic framework to color images.
Color monogenic analysis
The key idea is to handle Euclidean norm s = s 2 r +s 2 g +s 2 b . In the scalar case, this reduces to |s|. It is then interesting to rewrite the scalar model while separating absolute value and sign of s :
The new phase ϕ2 is a restricted version of ϕ to interval [0;
]. Fortunately we keep interesting qualitative information of edge/line discrimination. The vector counterpart relies on the separation of s into its Euclidean norm and its 'color axis' u :
The color monogenic model becomes :
The main 4 components of the new color monogenic signal in Cartesian and spherical coordinate are therefore :
Color Riesz orientation θ may be joined to the model but is useless for reconstructing original signal.
Color monogenic wavelets
The extension to the wavelet domain is trivial since the above construction relies on a marginal Riesz transform (non marginality occurs when combining marginal outputs into meaningful data). We define the two vector -color -wavelets :
Obtained coefficients for scale i and position k are noted :
And the monogenic signal is for each scale i :
Then amplitude, phase and color axis can be retrieved with eq. (21) and orientation with the main eigenvector of the color structure tensor formed by coefficients w according to eq. (16). Let us now study this new transform from a practical viewpoint.
USING COLOR MONOGENIC WAVELETS
See examples of MWT on Fig. 3 . Amplitude's invariance property is linked to a high visual coherence w.r.t. image contours. This is both due to the use of slightly redundant isotropic pyramids and to the invariance of the monogenic signal. Ruptures of isoluminance like the boundary between green and red big disks in first image are well detected thanks to the use of Euclidean norms of marginal outputs. Coefficients of small amplitude encode uniform areas which need not any geometric analysis. Their phase are irrelevant and unused for reconstruction (Cartesian terms are all near-zero).
Phase ϕ2 has a local monotone variation in the direction orthogonal to the contour. Its value at the position of maximum amplitude reveals the kind of rupture as explained section 2.2. This rich description of ruptures is exclusive to the phase concept [9] and so makes this signal processing approach competitive. In practice ϕ2 is hard to visualize because of its fast variation w.r.t. resolution.
Ruptures occur from one color to another -drawing an axis in the color space. This axis is represented by the unit vector u that completes the phase data. In most cases u is slowly varying.
Additional directional analysis θ is equal to color gradient direction i.e. local color structure main spatial direction.
1%
10% We show partial reconstructions Fig. 4 . x percent of amplitude coefficients are kept while others are set to zero (discarding the phase). Each kept coefficient is complemented by the 3-angle phase data so it can be viewed like 3x% rather than x%. We can see that contours and colors are quite well preserved while textured areas are uniformly smoothed. Finally, this monogenic wavelet representation of color images is consistent with the grayscale definition in terms of signal processing interpretation (phase and orientation) as well as it takes advantage of a well defined differential model for handling vector signals.
CONCLUSION
This paper presents a new proposition of color MWT by extending the grayscale MWT of Unser et. al. The definition is strongly linked to color structure tensor while offering a signal processing interpretation through the local phase concept. The transform is invariant by translation and rotation and gives coherent multiscale representation of color structures. This non marginal scheme avoid classical problem of false color and also detects all color contours.
The construction can easily be extended to the general multichannel case by considering general vector structure tensors. Our prospects include applications in texture analysis, study of a possible non redundant analytic representation as well as compression.
